
 

 

Category: Outstanding Small Public Relations Consultancy 

Company: DMC PR 

 

 
Date of incorporation, number of employees - including executive / support 

staff - and annual fee income: 

2006. 

5 full time employees + 2 support staff. 

 

Business objectives and analysis of performance against budget over the past 
three years:  

 Double clients by focusing on area of expertise. Achieved: We had 2 retained KBB 

(kitchen, bedroom and bathrooms) clients in 2015 and now have 5 KBB Clients in 

2018.  

 Surviving unexpected end of an 11-year partnership with a client that was over 60% 

of the business in 2016. Achieved: Just prior to and during our notice period 

(November 2016-February 2017) we won 4 accounts– all KBB - and grew existing 

clients in value, ensuring enough additional income to cover all costs, providing a 

strong platform to continue to grow the business. 

 

A brief overview of business / team strategy:  
 Double clients by focusing on area of expertise. Achieved: We had 2 retained KBB 

(kitchen, bedroom and bathrooms) clients in 2015 and now have 5 KBB Clients in 

2018.  

 Surviving unexpected end of an 11-year partnership with a client that was over 60% 

of the business in 2016. Achieved: Just prior to and during our notice period 

(November 2016-February 2017) we won 4 accounts– all KBB - and grew existing 

clients in value, ensuring enough additional income to cover all costs, providing a 

strong platform to continue to grow the business. 

 

 



A summary of commitment to CPD and professionalism: 

We offer career opportunities to new university graduates; six out of eight hires since 2015. 

We have a progression structure for developing staff and almost all employees at DMC have 

started in an assistant role, progressing to AE, SAE and AM roles. High staff retention. 

MD, Susan, and Account Manager, Emma, are CIPR members and have undertaken ACAS 

employee management training. Emma attended the CIPR Social Media Management 

course in May 2018.  

The team attends media and industry-relevant talks and take part in external training with 

Meltwater, Kantar and Vuelio. All staff have been trained on GDPR.  

One of our team’s most valuable source of training is hands-on, ‘learning on the job’ 

experience. Junior members of staff have contact with our clients’ marketing directors and 

attend meetings to learn where PR fits within the overall business. We offer a flexible 

approach to working and promote a non-hierarchical environment with extra-curricular team 

spirit activities to boost staff morale. For example, a monthly team activity meeting where we 

each pick a theme of another staff member's passion. 

 

A summary of recent outstanding achievements, including client list growth / 
retention: 

 We were the UK PR agency for a global household appliance group for 11 years 

from the start of DMC (before the company was LTD) in 2005 to February 2017. 

 All other clients still retain us on a monthly fee (90% retention rate): 

 Global brand GROHE 3.75 years (moved from a large, global agency to DMC 

Ltd. and has not looked back). 

 Jessops 4 years (since rescued by entrepreneur Peter Jones) 

 Caesarstone 1.5 years 

 LochAnna 1.7 years 

 Moores 1.3 years 

 Falmec 1.3 years 

 Other clients listed on our website are short term PR projects  

 In 2017 we won the GROHE UK Social media launch account.  

 We managed the launch of Caesarstone’s direct business, exceeding KPIs by over 

30%  

 We were recognised by GROHE HQ in Germany as one of the top performing PR 

agencies of all 22 worldwide markets monitored. The UK came second in 2017 

drawing praise from the GROHE management team. 



 Excellent business and regional press coverage for Jessops’ 2018 strategy of 

opening ‘next generation photo stores’. We secured business profiles in The 

Guardian, Independent and achieved 60 articles across key retail/specialist 

photography publications and local press with 28 million OTS. 44 bloggers attended 

store reopening events, from Torquay to Gateshead, resulting in 670,000 

impressions. Collaboration with 4 large lifestyle influencers co-ordinated by DMC PR.  

 Directly linking PR to sales for Falmec: the company sold 10 £849 air purifiers on the 

back of enquiries from editorial coverage in the Financial Times in December 2017.  

 In 2017 we earnt recognition from the home interiors, kitchen, bedrooms and 

bathrooms industry by winning the Best PR Campaign category at the prestigious 

Essential Kitchen & Bathroom Business awards for our work launching premium 

quartz brand, Caesarstone, to the UK market as a direct business. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

Background: 

Caesarstone appointed DMC Ltd to handle their UK PR in January 2017. A new start for a 

company launching direct in the UK. Their business objectives are to grow the demand for 

quartz and to become the number one quartz brand in the UK within 5 years. The PR 

objectives for DMC were: 

 To communicate key messages with major features in at least 20 targeted media and 

a total of 200 positive articles in 2017 

 To run a ‘Friends of Caesarstone Campaign’. In a world of email and digital, the 

personal introductions and communications were key to explaining to press what 

Caesarstone stands for. The aim was to personally introduce 45 key named trade 

and consumer journalists and influencers to Caesarstone and create a bond and 

business relationship that would result in in-depth press articles. 

Strategy: 

Press release issued 10th Jan making it one of the first breaking news stories for the KBB 

industry in 2017. A programme of press events and intimate briefings ‘to meet the 

Caesarstone team’ was set up over the year as well as a major launch party in June 2017 

and May 2018; attended by over 60 and 90 journalists and digital influencers, respectively.  

Outcomes: 

 At the end of 2017 we had over-achieved our KPIs set by Caesarstone.  

 More than 10 million OTS in 2017.  

 The target set for 2017 was trade and consumer press journalist introductions. DMC 

introduced Caesarstone personally to 60 key journalists and influencers. 



 Caesarstone was decorated with 3 key industry awards in 2017 for product 

innovation (entered by DMC PR) 

 Our KPIs were doubled for 2018. At the half year mark (June 2018), we are at, well 

ahead of target.  

All achieved within monthly retainer budget and additional event production costs funded 

direct by client. 

 


